Hang Tags
Hang Tags are an elegant solution for a
multitude of labeling projects. For an
affordable and professional look.
Like a hanging business card or tiny brochure,
retail packaging hang tags tell volumes about
you and your product.

We stand beside our customers as partners, and
behind our products with confidence, by always
working for your complete satisfaction.
We have the depth, knowledge and in-house
capabilities to consistently deliver the
best and most cost –effective products for
your needs and budget.
Our dynamic team members here at
Horne Tag & Label always strive to
give you the best customer service in the industry.
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We offer a selection of sizes and premium
stocks so you can create the custom hang tag
that is right for you. All hang tags are available
with double-sided full color printing and
a precisely placed drill hole.
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Let Us Run Your
Your
Tags & Labels
hornelabel.com
803-324-3073

312 S. Cherry Rd. • PO Box 228 • Rock Hill, SC 29731

803-324-3073 • info@hornelabel.com

Sew-In Labels
and Hang Tags

Custom Woven Labels
From hand-knit items to clothing and crafts,
custom woven labels are the essential finishing
touch to raise awareness about your product
and brand. A leader in the industry for over
30 years, we understand how important it is
to market your brand properly.
Horne Tag & Label is focused on creating the
highest quality fabric labels available anywhere.
Whether you choose damask labels, satin labels,
or taffeta labels, our high standards ensure that
the very best fabric and finest threads are used
in the most advanced weaving looms and printing
processes. An in house design team can create
your custom clothing labels from scratch or
optimize existing artwork.

hornelabel.com
803-324-3073

Custom Size, Care,
and Content Labels
These types of labels contain sizing information
(e.g.. S, XL, 12) as well garment fabric
(e.g.. 95% cotton), and where the garment was
made (e.g.. Made in USA). They also contain
necessary information for the garment's care.
(e.g.. "Dry clean only.")
Choose from Custom Woven Clothing Labels
or Adhesive Clothing Labels and we also offer
Iron on Camp Clothing labels and Iron on
Name Tags.
Personalized Iron on Clothing Labels are
inexpensive and fun. These Custom Clothing
Labels come in your choice of Damask Labels,
Taffeta labels, Satin Labels, or Semi-Damask
Fabric Labels.

When selecting woven labels, the sewing
application will depend mainly on the fold
(or lack thereof). Below are descriptions and
charts describing the different types of folds.
In some cases, your sewing contractor may
charge a different price for one type of fold
over another, that is, If you are not sewing
these on yourself. This difference in price
might play a role in your decision process.

